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Foiling Ribs TO EXHIBIT AT THE 48th ANNUAL NEWPORT
INTERNATIONAL BOAT SHOW (Newport, RI -- September 2018)
Foiling Ribs, exclusive HYSUCAT USA dealer, will be displaying the
HYSUCAT 28 and 23 RIBs (Rigid Inflatable Boats) at one of the largest inwater boat shows in the world, the 48th Annual Newport International Boat
Show in downtown Newport, RI, September 13-16, 2018.
Started in 1992, HYSUCAT recently opened its first USA-based
manufacturing plant. HYSUCAT’s name is a composition of the words
‘hydrofoil supported catamaran’. On display as part of the Newport for New
Products program is the HYSUCAT FR28 by Foiling Ribs. The foils are flush
with the hulls, and produce a smooth “floating” ride while nearly doubling
efficiency.
“Helping people enjoy the marine environment better is an important part of
our mission each year,” stated Mike Quaglio of Foiling Ribs. There are three
main benefits of owning a Foiling Rib. First, the foils enhance performance
resulting in a 40% reduction in engine horsepower which equates to increased
fuel efficiency. Imagine having to gas up the boat half as frequently!
Secondly, since the boat is an advanced catamaran hull and the foils raise
most of the boat above the water, these powercats produce a minimal wake
which reduces environmental impact. And finally, the fluid dynamics result in
an effortless feeling as the boat swiftly cuts through the tops of waves. Twin
115hp engines traveling at 25knots have 250 miles range with 60 gallons of
gas, and can travel above 50mph at full speed.
As seen in the special insert in the September issues of Cruising World,
Sailing World and Yachting Magazine, Foiling Ribs is a candidate for Newport
for New Products (NFNP) and Green Product Award at the 48th Annual
Newport International Boat Show.
Foiling Ribs HYSUCAT will be displaying on Dock S4 at the Newport
International Boat Show. Come visit between 10 AM to 6 PM on September
13-16, 2018. www.foilingribs.com 855-4-FOILING

